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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The Council on Aging Grey Bruce (COAGB) engaged the residents of the communities 

of Port Elgin and Southampton to conduct community information focus groups. The 

goal of which was to assess the needs and gaps in each of the respective smaller 

communities within the larger community of the Town of Saugeen Shores, establish a 

framework for a “Seniors Advisory Committee” in the municipality and to provide input 

towards an action plan for the development of an “Age Friendly Community” in the Town 

of Saugeen Shores.  

The information collected at the meetings in the Town of Saugeen Shores will form part 

of the ongoing strategies of the newly formed “Seniors Advisory Committee”. This 

committee will review the notes that included the municipality’s strengths, opportunities 

and the gaps noted and collected at the public workshops in the month of April 2018. 

This will be a beginning point in making recommendations to the Town of Saugeen 

Shores to form an action plan going forward in developing a more age friendly 

community. This information may also help determine community services and 

programs which may be enhanced, buildings and structures that may need support in 

use or physical change.  



The community focus groups were facilitated by David Bradley and Wally Halliday of the 

Council on Aging Grey Bruce (COAGB) using the World Health Organization (WHO) 

framework and guidelines of the eight key elements of an “Age Friendly Community”.   

     

 

These elements are:  

• Outdoor Spaces and Public Buildings  

• Transportation  

• Housing  

• Social Participation  

• Respect and Social Inclusion  

• Civic Participation and Employment  

• Communication and Information  

• Community and Health Services  

 

 

  

  

 



An age friendly community applies to all ages and helps people stay healthy and active 

as they age and provides the much needed support for those who can no longer look 

after themselves. In an urban/rural but vibrant tourist area such as the Town of Saugeen 

Shores, neighbours and friends as well as the municipality play a large role in ensuring 

these principles.  

During the focus group process, all of the “WHO” elements were explored by the 

community members in attendance. All comments were recorded for further 

consideration by the municipality and its Seniors Advisory Committee and follow this 

summary.  

At this juncture the Council on Aging Grey Bruce (COAGB) would like to recognize all 

the residents and interested parties who attended the focus groups in Port Elgin and 

Southampton and provided input into the information collected. 

At the beginning of each focus group session David Bradley gave an overview of the 

Council on Aging Grey Bruce (COAGB) through the use of a slide presentation that is 

available to the community.  

Wally Halliday then proceeded to walk the participants through the eight elements of the 

World Health Organization’s framework generating feedback from participants at the 

focus groups.  

Ros Brooks compiled the comments and suggestions on flip charts for participants to 

view as well as to facilitate the compilation of all the notes for an Executive Summary for 

future use. Jan Chamberlain assisted with the presentation and recording of those 

interested in pursuing further information or helping as committee volunteers. Tanya 

Shute attended to compile notes and provide support. 

 

MEETING THE CHALLENGE  

Our population is aging nationally, provincially, regionally and within our local 

communities.  

We have a growing population of aging residents and changing family demographics in 

Saugeen Shores due to Bruce Power projects as well as the tourism segment with the 

different seasonal attractions and amenities. Aging residents create an opportunity as 

they wish generally to age in their respective community as well as move to this 

community in retirement. Thus contributing a vast volunteer base giving energy, 

expertise and financial resources to local endeavours and projects towards creating a 

vibrant community.  



An aging population can also be a challenge, as an older population requires more and 

better coordinated services. Challenges occur in the need for accessible transportation 

and housing that is generally single storied. Properties that are easy to maintain and 

services that meet holistic needs.  

Therefore, as a community, we must focus back to the eight elements of “WHO”.  

DEMOGRAPHICS  

National: Canada  

• Between 2006 and 2011 Canada’s population aged 65 and over grew by 14%  

• 2011 - Canada’s population aged 65 and over was 15% and the first of the “baby 

boomers” turned 65  

• 2016 - Canada’s population aged 65 and over was 1 in 6 people (16.9%)  

• 2026 - Canada’s population aged 65 and over is projected to be 1 in 4 people, 

(23-25%) 

• 2061 – Canada’s population aged 65 and over is projected to be 24-28%  

Regional: - Bruce County  

Bruce County’s current population demographics, as per the 2016 census, demonstrate 

higher rates of older adults, with about 1 in 4 residents being aged 65 and older. The 

Census data reported 24.1% of the population in Grey and Bruce were 65 and older, 

and this doesn’t account for seasonal residents with a primary residence elsewhere in 

Ontario.  

These rapidly changing demographics may create further needs for health services, 

transportation, social participation, employment opportunities etc. Through a dedicated 

effort to maintain the older population within the community their wealth of knowledge, 

volunteerism and financial resources may be utilized to further the community growth 

and vitality. 

Town of Saugeen Shores 

The current population demographics, as per Statistics Canada, demonstrates a 2016 

population age group break down as follows: the 0-14 age group @ 16.5% in Port Elgin 

and 10.8% in Southampton; 15-64 age group @ 64% in Port Elgin and 55.1% in 

Southampton and the 65+ age group @ 19.5% in Port Elgin and 34.1% in 

Southampton. The averages for each age group in Saugeen Shores is: 0-14 @ 13.65%, 

15-64 @ 59.55% and the 65+ @ 26.8%. The provincial average indicates 0-14 @ 

16.4%, 15-64 @ 66.8% and the 65+ age group @ 16.7%. Therefore, as you can see 

the Town of Saugeen Shores 65+ age group is higher than the provincial average and 

expected to climb even higher in the coming years. 



  

  

Town of Saugeen Shores:  

Saugeen Shores provides a wealth of opportunities for business, arts and recreational 
pursuits. 

  

One of Ontario's most popular beach destinations. Named one of the top 10 best 
beaches in the world by Toronto Star 2013. With an ample supply of affordable cottage 
rentals and accommodations as well as approximately 50 restaurants and two 
downtown shopping areas, Saugeen Shores has created a vacation destination for 
visitors as well as a “Staycation” paradise for their residents. For those that look for the 
big city amenities there are some of the popular big box stores with ample parking and 
accessibility. 



The Ontario beach with Caribbean blue waters is the ultimate summer destination. A 

hidden paradise in Saugeen Shores, a prime destination for soaking up the sun. From 

crystal clear waters to seemingly endless shorelines, you'll find everything you need for 

a perfect beach day. The Southampton beach is one location in Saugeen Shores 

known for its incredible scenery and vibrant beach life, incredible Northern Lights 

opportunities and of course, the sunsets. 

Saugeen Shores is creating a vibrant downtown as this is vital for those wishing to age 
in place. This creates a centre of commerce and gathering places for our community 
members and visitors, making their shopping experience feel like a nice stroll through a 
picturesque neighbourhood. 

Scattered throughout the Municipality are recreation and park facilities to meet the 
needs of locals and visitors alike. 
There really is something for everyone in the Town of Saugeen Shores! 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

http://www.brockton.ca/en/be-active/brockton-parks-and-recreation.asp


AGE FRIENDLY THEMES – WHAT WE HEARD 

During the focus group sessions the Council on Aging Grey Bruce members referenced 

the World Health Organizations (WHO) Global Age- Friendly Cities Guide which 

identifies eight aspects of community life. These themes intersect, overlap and interact 

to directly affect all ages and particularly older community adults. Discussions around 

these topics encouraged input and thoughtful feedback as people reflected on their own 

experiences.  

Following are the overviews of the “WHO” themes, local observation and input received. 

Some key ideas are bolded 

 

 

 

 



OUTDOOR SPACES AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS:  

 

 

“WHO” SAYS- age friendly outdoor spaces are clean and pleasant, with green spaces 

and walkways (with separated bicycle paths), places to rest (including public toilets), 

accessible buildings and pavement, clustered services and safe roadways. These 

aspects of community amenities allow people of all ages and abilities, including older 

adults to have the opportunities to participate in everyday activities fully and in safety.  

WE SAW that the focus groups were held in public buildings that were accessible using 

a couple versions of elevator devices. The parking spaces were adequate and 

accessible with designated “Accessible” parking spots. 

PEOPLE SAID that they have many wonderful hiking options in this region, but that 

there is limited accessible spaces with washrooms, benches and secure footing on 

trails. Not all buildings and sidewalks are easily accessible. 

 Public accessibility to the beach, walkways and trails is generally good 

 Council and Accessibility Committee have collaborated on some good initiatives 

 Main beach needs better accessibility for wheel chairs, scooters, walkers and 

strollers 

 Need benches on the beach, main street and the trails 

 Need designated lanes for scooters, motorized bikes, etc., too dangerous on 

sidewalks 

 More accessible parking is required.  



 Construction projects should be monitored to prevent walking hazards 

 Poor accessibility to the Community Mail Box Stations in winter 

 Some stores have temporary accessibility ramps, must be permanent 

 Proper clearing of sidewalks in the winter 

 Should be sidewalks in all subdivisions 

 Streets without sidewalks causing dangerous walking conditions on the road. 

 Municipality to provide programs for customer accessibility and signage to 

businesses and commercial property owners 

 Indoor recreation facility that includes a walking track and a pool that is open 

during all seasons 

 Buildings with double entry the doors need to be straight through for accessibility 

of EMS equipment and all accessibility apparatus 

 Over past two years the Accessibility Committee inspected areas and reported to 

Council. Report is posted on the municipal website. 

 Sidewalks should be sloped at intersections for better accessibility for wheel 

chairs, scooters, strollers, etc. 

 Need Green Space Development, flower boxes and larger parking spaces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TRANSPORTATION: 

 

“WHO” SAYS transportation, including accessible and affordable public transit, is a key 

factor influencing active aging in particular; being able to move about a community 

determines an individual’s level of social and civic participation and access to 

community and health services.  

WE SAW that the focus groups were held in a central locations which would generally 

require transportation to reach, while some Saugeen Shores residents may be able to 

walk within the town, most could not walk the extended distance to the meeting. It was 

noted that most people drove.  

PEOPLE SAID Communication between residents and service provider organizations is 

lacking. Some services are available but often people do not know it is there or how to 

access said services. Eg: SMART transit and Health and Community Support Services 

Programs. People are reliant, to a degree on family and neighbours, but are 

increasingly finding it harder to know their neighbours and know who is in need of help, 

or who can provide support. Getting to appointments outside the community can be a 

challenge. 211 is a great resource.  

 Saugeen Shores has three cab companies as well as Saugeen Mobility and 

Home and Community Support Services 

 We need affordable transportation and car/van pools 

 We need a bus to get to London 

 Parking around schools is creating traffic hazards for residents in the school zone 

as well as parents and children in the drop off and pick up area. 



 Need to educate people on the municipal bylaws regarding the use of wheel 

chairs, scooters, etc. in pedestrian areas 

 Family supports for driving aren’t the same as they used to be, kids move away. 

 Grocery stores to implement home delivery, Independent and Walmart presently 

provide this service 

 Pharmacies have a delivery service five days a week 

 The Accessibility Committee has been looking at places for “car charging 

stations”. There are some and this should be communicated with advertising and 

signage 

 Need charging stations for scooters and wheel chairs 

 We have a great summer time trolley that runs within the municipality at an 

economical rate. Needs to be accessible and operational year round 

 Need a transportation information network online to access local and other 

community connections and for newcomers to the community 

 In Saskatchewan service clubs run a service from 9:00 am until 4:00pm for $4 to 

$5 a round trip 

 Grey County has a highway 10 bus route from Owen Sound to Shelburne. The 

Bruce Peninsula has bus route to Owen Sound and may consider extending that 

route to Southampton and Port Elgin 

 The transportation master plan is coming together  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HOUSING: 

 

“WHO” SAYS there is a strong link between appropriate housing and access to 

community and social services in influencing the independence and quality of life of 

older people. 

WE SAW that the majority of people who attended the focus groups are still living 

independently in their own homes and want to remain that way.  

PEOPLE SAID they want to have options for more senior friendly units. Residents want 

to see the municipality put recommendations for senior housing into the bylaw stream to 

persuade developers to accommodate local seniors’ needs. Generally, attendees were 

unaware of all the options and did not see an ample supply of age friendly housing. 

  

 Some attendees shared that they don’t know who to call, or who to trust for home 
maintenance services. Everything from getting help to change a lightbulb to 
major renovations were discussed. Some expressed an interest in learning more 
about home renovation tax credits, but didn’t know where to go to find that 
information.  



 Need to attract builders who will meet the needs of seniors housing. Need 
changes to zoning and planning to advocate for senior housing options in new 
subdivision developments. 

 Advocate at the Federal and Provincial levels of government for more affordable 

and/or geared to income housing 
 Port Elgin has some new apartment units but more needed 

 Rents are not easily affordable. Range from $1,200 to $1,799 a month. This does 

not include services. Rental units need to be affordable and accessible 

 Wellington Street units are do not have accessible doorways and bathrooms. 

Also need space and storage for power chairs/scooters 

 Builders build to code and have no incentive or motivation to build for seniors or 

disabled. They are building to market demand/higher income/Toronto market 

levels 

 Open up options for “Granny Flats” and “Tiny Houses” 

 Also need to look at single level homes, Co-op, Co-housing, Life Lease, 

Parkridge, Abbeyfield, rental and ownership 

 Consider developing a housing registry for the community 

 Have the Municipality consider setting aside Municipal land for seniors or low-

income housing 

 Seniors would like to live downtown to alleviate some of the challenges of getting 

around 
 Seniors want to “Age in Place” if the support systems are available, like 

handyman network, snow shovelling, etc.; we need a network list, maybe 

students 

 An SAC/CAC could look for and list a network of supports for seniors, handy 

people, students, volunteer rosters, etc. 

 NIMBY was a sentiment expressed regarding some proposed housing options 

 All ages should be able to access a development, not segregated 

 Fear that the influx of workers for local expansion projects will influence prices 

upward and out of the affordability range 

 There is higher density in areas that normally wouldn’t be designated 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SOCIAL PARTICIPATION: 

 

“WHO” SAYS social participation and support are strongly connected to good health 

and well-being through- out life. Participating in leisure, social, cultural and spiritual 

activities in the community, as well as with family allows older people to continue to 

exercise their competence, enjoy respect and esteem and maintain or establish 

supportive caring relationships. It fosters social integration and is key to staying 

informed.  

WE SAW those gathered at the focus groups were somewhat familiar with activities in 

their area and those around them. Some were not necessarily aware however of 

supports, activities and programs in places other than their own local community. Some 

presently participate in healthy activity sessions at their local seniors groups. 

PEOPLE SAID reaching out to others in the community has been a challenge. Some 

had been in the community and active in clubs or boards for decades and had not 

experienced isolation. Reaching out to others and checking on them was historically the 

norm in the community, but some of this has changed. It was noted that some people 

preferred not to join community activities, and concerns were raised about how to reach 

out to them and ensure their safety.  

 An all season pool should be added to the future plans 

 Elgin Lodge has the “Monarch Club”. It was started seven years ago and is 

affordable and open to everyone. Community members are invited to participate 

 There is also Parkridge and the Chantry Centre 

 The church community is vibrant and resource rich 

 Great things happen downtown but the market blocks off a street causing parking 

issues 

 We have lost downtown retail business to service providers 

 Park 55 is an active social group 

 Probus meets monthly 

 Lions and Rotary clubs are very active 



RESPECT AND SOCIAL INCLUSION: 

 

“WHO” says community attitudes, such as a general feeling of respect and recognizing 

the role that older adults play in our society are critical factors for establishing an age 

friendly community. Building positive community attitudes involves fostering positive 

images of aging and intergenerational understanding. The extent to which older people 

participate in the social, civic and economic life of the community is also closely linked 

to their experience of inclusion.  

WE SAW those gathered at the focus group were engaged and involved in their 

communities. They wanted to find ways to include newcomers to the community.  

PEOPLE SAID the local aging population needs a community communication system to 

support social inclusion. There are people who are able to help out with things like snow 

removal, pet sitting, transportation, house sitting, but how do we connect those in need 

and those who can help? 

 Most felt they are respected and included in their community. 

 Need to listen to people with a physical and mental challenges 

 Need newcomer welcome programs 

 Young and older people need to form a common purpose network  

 Need community advocates to help others negotiate the available programs 

 Volunteers get things done! SAC/CAC 

 Most feel that seniors are respected 

 Seniors abuse and violence is an issue and needs appropriate programs and 

awareness 

 Ageism is a concern- negative connotations. We need more awareness 

 Need “diversity education” 

 The library has IPAD courses 



CIVIC PARTICIPATION AND EMPLOYMENT: 

 

“WHO” SAYS many older retired people continue to provide unpaid and voluntary work 

for their families and communities. An age-friendly community provides options for older 

people to continue to contribute to their communities. Giving older adults a meaningful 

role in community development, providing opportunities for lifelong learning or creating 

interesting volunteer opportunities are all critical factors in civic engagement.  

WE SAW most participants were interested in participating in community social and 

volunteer activities. We heard that some participate much more than others, and some 

may not know how or what the need is for participation.   

PEOPLE said engagement in the community is important and that there are 

opportunities for volunteering. Perhaps there needs to be more talk about what is 

needed and available.  There was also a need for the community to know that when 

they participate in volunteering or good neighbouring that they need to feel protected. 

They said they need information on liability and insurance when you volunteer to drive 

someone, or shovel their walk, or even if they are helping you, what are the risks in 

terms of who is liable if injuries happen? 

 Older adults are/can be employed in retail and service occupations, driving for a 

volunteer drive program and the VON’s Home at Last program 

 There are employment opportunities but not a level of awareness on availability 

 Some older people need to supplement their income but feel embarrassed to 

look for work 

 Housing, transportation and social inclusion are so closely linked to civic 

participation and employment for older adults. 

 Need more opportunities for all ages to work 

 Parking is a problem when trying to participate in the downtown 



 There is a high degree of civil participation. Seniors are on municipal committees 

 Need to look at succession planning to ensure continuity to next generation 

 Council should develop mentorship programs 

 Seniors and youth go into Hampton Lodge 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION: 

 

“WHO” SAYS staying connected with events and people and getting timely practical 

information to manage life and personal needs is vital for active aging. It is important to 

have relevant information that is readily accessible to older people with varying 

capacities and resources.  

WE SAW that focus group participants felt there was a gap in accessing local 

information. Most participants were unaware of the “211” service.   

PEOPLE SAID word of mouth, bulletin boards, local papers are seen as the lines of 

communication that is most direct and accurate. New communication systems in 

business often leave people behind although it is said that the senior population uses 

technology to its advantage as much as any other internet user group. This community 

reported that not everyone has a computer or wants one and those that do have a 

computer do not have the experience to negotiate through the social media maze.  

 Calling 211 provides a connection to talk with a real person who can help you 

find what is available in your community. 

 Communication re: availability of transportation 

 Lack of communication 

 Need to collaborate on communication. Perhaps a data base of seniors’ contact 

information within the “collection of information under privacy law” rules 

 Local retail outlets that deliver have an opportunity to drop off information with 

the deliveries, but must respect solicitation rules 

 Can use radio station, other local media including community channels and 

Facebook 

 The township sends out monthly “Market Place”, Grey Bruce This Week, Coffee 

Time. Should consider bulletin boards/placemats 

 Tailor the communication to the audience 



 Notices go out via email, paper, friends, Chantry Centre Information bulletin and 

lunches, Park 55 

 Saugeen Shores has a Recreation newsletter that goes out monthly 

 There is also an events page on Facebook and the Saugeen Shores website 

 Saugeen Shores Chamber of Commerce has information via website 

 The reality is that people think that everyone knows how to use a computer and 

social media. So many rely on social media/technology. Often seniors are not 

keeping up or do not have the skills required 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND HEALTH SERVICES: 

 

“WHO” SAYS Health and support services are vital to maintaining health and 

independence in the community. People are concerned globally with the availability of 

sufficient good quality, appropriate and accessible care. Experiences differ depending 

on different systems with very different expectations but nevertheless older people 

everywhere voice a clear desire for basic health and income support. Health care costs 

are perceived as too high everywhere and the desire for affordable care is consistently 

expressed.  

WE SAW that those who attended the focus group were generally in good health. They 

had concerns over the availability of community support and health services, the lack of 

enough local doctors and nurse practitioners. No one was particularly keen on travelling 

long distances to health care and specialist appointments in other urban areas.  

PEOPLE SAID they have concerns around attending health care appointments alone, 

as it’s difficult to remember the information. They also reported that they need the 

information written down, that health care providers shouldn’t expect them to remember 

all the information. Concerns were brought forward around the number of physicians in 

the area, and the challenge of travelling to specialists. 

 

 There is a need to support more services for health care at home so people can 

stay in their own home longer 

 Need more education so people are aware they can take someone into an 

appointment to take notes and help keep track of information 

 Need more affordable support for seniors in their homes such as personal 

services, cleaning etc. For many, these supports / services are not affordable 

 Lacking family Doctors for the population 

 Life labs comes to Elgin Lodge from 8:00 am until 1:00 pm every  

Thursday for anyone with blood work requisitions 

 Elgin Lodge also provides space for the Alzheimer’s group and has a board room 

free for community use. 



 We need a walk-in medical clinic 

 First Responders and Taxi’s would like to see numbers on houses in plain script, 

well lit and large enough to see at night from the street. 

 SWLIHN (CCAC) is not responsive to all people 

 Often people are sent home from the hospital without support 

 Call 211 for information on local programs and supports for in-home services 

 Dental emergencies are an issue, long wait times, office closes at 4:30 pm 

 Care for the Caregivers- Elgin Lodge provides respite and winter accommodation 

as well as support groups 
 If we sit on a SAC/CAC are we covered by insurance? This is an issue that will 

need to be addressed locally by the SAC 

 VON, Community Support Services and other groups do provide diet/nutrition, 

health and exercise programs- these programs are very important for health 

 We would like to see more personal trainers, exercise and nutrition programs in 

home and community services 

 VON and SWLIHN - respite and palliative care needed 

 There is a lack of nursing staff and support especially full care and week-end 

care 

 No pharmacy is open after 10:00 pm for prescription pick up 

 We need video conferencing capability to large urban health centres 

 We need hospice/palliative care beds that are funded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



General Comments:  

At the end of the conversations people were asked to comment on the focus 

group experience.  

Participants found the workshops very informative, pleased with the opportunity to 

provide input and felt very good about the whole experience of being asked to help 

develop the future for seniors in our community.  

  

The Council on Aging Grey Bruce (COAGB) would like to thank all the participants and 

the Municipal representatives who attended both focus groups. It was a beginning point 

for the work that needs to be carried out over the next few months and into the future. 

The COAGB representatives are happy to support your journey in any way we can. 

Please contact us by email or phone: 

coagreybruceowensound@gmails.com 

519-376-8304 

cc: file 

 

Addendum # 1: Port Elgin workshop notes 

Addendum # 2: Southampton workshop notes 
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ADDENDUM # 1 

Port Elgin Workshop 
Rotary Room at the Plex 

Wednesday April 18th, 2018 
 

Outdoor Spaces and Public Buildings: 

 Accessibility to the beach walkways and trails is good 

 The Accessibility Committee have done a lot of community work with a great 

connection to and from Council. 

 The main beach area needs to have paved paths or roads for wheel chair, 

scooter and walker and child stroller accessibility 

 We need benches on the beach, on main street and on the trails 

 We need bike lanes for scooters, motorized bikes etc. on main street and in other 

areas including in senior’s housing areas 

 There are not enough accessible parking spaces. Developer puts in 

requirements of code only- need more. Perhaps the Municipality can request 

more via a bylaw 

 Construction on Market St is creating craters on the sidewalks, pot holes are 

filled with water and ice and make it impossible to walk or ride scooters on them 

 The post office mail blocks are impossible in some cases to get to in winter 

 Stores downtown have temporary ramps. Ramping needs to be permanent 

 Make sure sidewalks are clear of snow and ice in winter and install sidewalks in 

all new subdivisions. 

 There is a lot of foot traffic on e.g. Bruce St but this street does not have 

sidewalks. It is dangerous to walk on the road. 

 Ask all grocery stores to implement home delivery. The Independent and 

Walmart do have this service.  

 Communication re these services is required. 

 The above services are often online. Many seniors do not use computers 

 Pharmacies have a delivery service five days a week 

 It is recommended that the Municipality or the Accessibility Committee provide 

programs or workshops regarding customer care and signage to businesses and 

commercial property owners. Can use 211 to find/access professionals to 

provide programs or workshops 

 

Transportation: 

 Saugeen Shores/Port Elgin has three cab companies, Saugeen Mobility and 

Home and Community Support Services 

 We need affordable transportation and car /van pools 

 We need a bus to get to London 



 Parking at schools is bad especially before and after school with drop off and 

pick up. The parents cannot use the teachers parking lot. It is dangerous for 

children and seniors. Can’t get safely out of our laneways 

 People need to be clear re what can go on sidewalks e.g. scooters, walkers, 

strollers etc. Each Municipality has different bylaws 

 

Housing: 

 Port has new apartments but needs more 

 Rents are not easily affordable. Range from $1,200 to $1,799 a month. This does 

not include services 

 Rental needs to be affordable and accessible 

 We need housing suitable for seniors. The Wellington Street space is not 

accessible e.g. doors, bathrooms- space and storage for power chairs/scooters 

 Need more attainable, affordable and accessible housing with indoor parking 

 Builders build to code and have no incentive or motivation to build for seniors or 

disabled. They are building to market demand/higher income/Toronto market 

levels 

 Bring back “Granny Flats” 

 The Province has given approval to Municipalities to change or re-align bylaws to 

allow a variety of housing including “Tiny Houses” 

 The Economic Development Committee has also identified the above noted 

needs 

 There are 1-2 communities that have rental units but we need more 

 We also need single level homes, shared or co-op and “Life Lease” for those that 

want to rent or buy them, 

 Consider developing a housing registry for the community 

 Have the Municipality consider setting aside Municipal land for seniors or low-

income housing 

 The average in Saugeen Shores has two people living alone. Hard to move on 

as there is no housing stock 

 Seniors would like to live downtown to alleviate some of the challenges of getting 

around 

 

Social Participation and Inclusion: 

o Elgin Lodge has the “Monarch Club”. It was started seven years ago and is 

affordable ($7,00) and open to everyone. Full time staff invite community 

members in. 

o There is also Parkridge and the Chantry Centre 

o The church community is vibrant and resource rich 



o Great things have been planned for downtown but e.g. the market blocks off a 

street and therefore makes parking harder 

o We have lost downtown business. Services have moved in. 

 

Respect and Social Inclusion 

 Need to listen to people with a disability 

 New comers don’t feel included. No newcomer programs. Suggest implementing 

one 

 Young and old need to network, not necessarily for activities but for networking  

 We need a community advocate to negotiate a system of needs 

 Volunteers get things done! SAC/CAC 

 Respect garnered depends on who you talk to 

 65 years and over equals 19% of the population in Port Elgin 

 

Civic Participation and Employment 

 No opportunities? 

 Need Green Space Development, flower boxes and larger parking spaces 

 Need more opportunities for all ages to work 

 Only 11 real retail outlets downtown. Need less services downtown and 

more retail 

 Can the Economic Development Committee look at this- above? 

 Parking again is a problem 

 Downtown spread out 

 Hard to find what we need especially clothing due to online shopping?? 

 Lodge has clothing but need customers for more frequent visits to Lodge 

 

Communication and Information: 

 Lack of communication 

 Need to collaborate on communication. Perhaps a data base of senior’s contact 

information to direct flyers, Facebook email, community bulletins/newsletters to 

etc. 

 Need to collect information under privacy laws 

 The drug stores delivery persons could be a connection by dropping off 

information with the prescriptions etc. 

 Can use radio station, other local media including community channels and 

Facebook 



 The township sends out monthly “Market Place”, Grey Bruce This Week, coffee 

Time and consider bulletin boards/placemats 

 Seniors often lack computer skills 

 Municipality has done some things that have shut down businesses, 

 

Community Support and Health Services: 

 Lacking family Doctors for the population 

 One person is travelling to Woodstock where he has a doctor 

 Life labs comes to Elgin Lodge from 8:00 am until 1:00 pm every  

Thursday 

 Elgin Lodge also provides space for the Alzheimer’s group and has a board room 

free for community use. 

 We need a walk in medical clinic 

 There is a Nurse Practioner in Port Elgin 

 First Responders and Taxi’s would like to see numbers on houses in plain script, 

well lit and large enough to see at night from the street. 

 LIHN CCAC is not responsive to all people 

 Often people are sent home from the hospital without support 

 Consider asking the Family Health Team for support via skype if referred to 

London e.g. The team can sit with you and help you through the skype 

appointment 

 Call 211 re local programs and supports for in home services 

 Dental emergencies are a problem. Some are waiting a long time to be seen. 

Many don’t work past 4:30 pm 

 Self employed often do not have health plans 

 Care for the Caregivers- Elgin Lodge provides respite and winter accommodation 

as well as support groups 

 VON provides more support groups in Southampton. Volunteers run many of the 

groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ADDENDUM # 2 

Southampton Notes 

Chantry Centre 

Wednesday April 25th, 2018 
 

Accessibility/Outdoor Spaces: 

 We like the walkways and the beach access 

 The trails are second to non 

 Community is working on bike trails 

 We have a very active Accessibility Committee 

 Due to the increase in mobility scooters on the sidewalks it is difficult to walk 

without wider sidewalks. Scooters go full tilt! 

 An indoor recreation that will include walking tracks, a pool is new on the 

municipal agenda. It would open up winter activities 

 Quite a few stores are not accessible. Some have the portable ramps 

 When there are two sets of doors for entry the doors need to be “straight on”. It is 

almost impossible to get a wheel chair or stretcher through the doors that are off 

set and often in a different direction. Hard to make the angle change especially 

for emergency stretchers. 

 In the last two years the Accessibility Committee has inspected all areas of e.g. 

lighting and bathrooms etc. Last fall the report went to Council and is posted on 

the website. 

 The three-year-old Recreation Plan is also on the website. 

 Sidewalks are not sloped at the ends to make access possible for wheel chairs, 

scooters, strollers etc. 

 The sidewalk is narrow and rough on the side of the Chantry Centre Building to 

the parking lot 

 “Grant Connect” is a program to explore grants and funding and is available 

through the library. 

 SAC/CAC if formed could take on projects- labour, requests for funding, reports 

for Council 

Transportation: 

 The Accessibility Committee has been looking at places for “charging stations”. 

There is one on the rail trail. It is in Port Elgin at the trailhead located at River 

and Arlington Streets. There is not one at the Southampton Memorial Garden 

presently. Check re signage and advertise 

 There is signage at the entrance to walking trails. Are they noted on the trails 

map? 

 We do have some charging stations for cars 

 We have a great summer time trolley that runs in and between Southampton and 

Port Elgin. Just a couple of bucks to ride! It would be great to have it year-round 

but it must also be accessible 



 We have cabs, Smart transit- Saugeen Mobility but its expensive. Must be 

affordable 

 We need a transportation network and information available online in order to 

access local and other community connections 

 Bayfield has a rideshare network 

 In Saskatchewan service clubs run a service from 9:00 am until 4:00pm for $4-

5,00 a round trip- like Bayfield 

 Grey county has a highway 10 route from Owen Sound to Shelburne, as does 

the Bruce Peninsula to Owen Sound. This company is advertising that it is 

looking at also going to South and Port. 

 We need a shareholders group, a collective voice 

 The transportation master plan is coming together  

 Newcomers need access to information that is available 

 Snow shovelling—We need a network list by area of people that would shovel 

snow. Maybe students? 

Housing: 

 There is not a lot and affordability is a challenge 

 Seniors in Port = 19.4%, In South = 34% 

 We need to look at Granny Flats, Tiny Houses, Co-op, Co-housing, Life Lease, 

Parkridge, Abbeyfield rental and ownership 

 With the changes Provincially Municipalities can now change bylaws to allow 

different types of housing 

 The social component is critical so need a common space 

 Grey Street has a whole street of bungalows but no common space 

 Ask the builders to build a common space, housing to be affordable 

 We would like to “Age in Place” if the support systems are in place 

 An SAC/CAC could look for and list a network of supports for seniors, handy 

people, students, volunteer rosters etc. 

 We have builders in Saugeen shores who are willing to build but not to a single 

audience 

 NIMBY 

 All ages should be able to go into a development, let’s not segregate! 

 Bruce Power retrofit is driving up prices 

 There is higher density in areas that normally wouldn’t be designated 

 

Social Participation: 

 Chantry Centre- great space and programs 

 Park 55 is an active social group 

 Probus meets monthly 

 Lions and Rotary clubs are very active 

 

 



Respect and Social Inclusion: 

 The reality is that people think that everyone knows how to use a computer and 

social media. So many rely on social media/technology. Often seniors are not 

keeping up or do not have the skills required 

 Feel seniors are respected 

 Seniors and violence is a big issue. Seniors have quilt and shame. We need to 

learn more to help our neighbours. Need more programs and awareness 

 Ageism is a concern- negative connotations. We need more awareness.” Hello 

Dear, honey 

 Need “diversity education” 

 Bruce County Museum has an adhoc committee of seniors to see what they can 

offer to the community maybe approach them? 

 The library has IPAD courses 

 Southgate in Grey County has groups of seniors and youth that work and play 

together- computers and lawn bowling etc. 

 

 

Civic Participation and Employment: 

o There are employment opportunities but not a level of awareness/disconnect and 

a large level of poverty. People don’t want others to know they have to work 

o People who would like to work or need to work but are embarrassed to do so 

o There is a high degree of civil participation. Seniors are on municipal committees 

o Need to look at succession planning to ensure continuity to next generation 

o Council should develop mentorship programs 

o Talk to high school students 

o Students live with and beside seniors in urban areas 

o Calls out to youth have had a great response 

o Seniors and youth go into Hampton Lodge 

 

Communication and Information: 

 Tailor to the audience 

 Todays notices go out via email (well advertised), paper, friends, Chantry Centre 

Information bulletin and lunches, Park 55 

 211- send your information to them and they will add it to the 211 directories. We 

must send update to 211 and keep our websites current. 

 211 funded by the United Way 

 Saugeen Shores has a Recreation newsletter that goes out monthly 

 There is also an events page on Facebook and the Saugeen Shores website 

 Saugeen shores Chamber of Commerce has information too via website 

 

 

 



Community Support Health Services: 

 If we sit on a SAC/CAC are we covered by insurance? Yes under “Seniors 

Helping Seniors or the “Community Foundation Grey Bruce can help with 

insurance costs. Maybe other routes too 

 Getting to doctors and dentists can be a challenge 

 VON, Community Support Services and other groups do provide diet/nutrition, 

health and exercise programs- these programs are very important for health 

 We would like to see more personal trainers, exercise and nutrition programs in 

home and community services 

 VON and LIHN, CCAC - respite and palliative care needed 

 There is a lack of nursing staff and support especially full care and week-end 

care 

 No pharmacy is open after 10:00 pm for prescription pick up 

 There is a “Family Health” team. They have courses such as nutrition and 

exercise 

 We need video conferencing capability to large urban health centres 

 We need hospice/palliative care beds that are funded. 


